DINEXTRA TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The DineXtra declining balance program allows students, faculty, and staff to deposit a specific pre-paid
amount of money onto their Carnegie Mellon University ID card. DineXtra funds are available for use at any
of the University’s dining locations and vending machines, as well Dining’s off-campus dining partners.
To deposit DineXtra funds through the GET portal, patrons must deposit a minimum of $25. Participants will
earn an additional 1 percent bonus per $100 deposit, up to 10 percent. These bonus funds are added to your
CMU ID at no additional cost.
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When making a DineXtra deposit, you must indicate if you would like the funds to be available for
the academic year or summer term. You must also indicate if you want to purchase the DineXtra
funds using a credit card or by billing your student account.
DineXtra funds purchased during the academic year are available for use through the Sunday
following the last active date of the meal plan program in the spring semester. Any unused funds will
expire at that time.
Unused funds deposited during the fall semester rollover and are available during the spring
semester.
Academic year DineXtra expires on Sunday May 17, 2020.
Summer DineXtra deposits can be uploaded through the GET portal starting May 11, 2020.
Summer DineXtra is available from the first Monday after graduation (May 18, 2020) and expires
after the Saturday prior to the start of the fall semester meal plan (August 29, 2020).
DineXtra deposits cannot be returned in cash and are non-transferable.
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All DineXtra funds are available for use on your Carnegie Mellon University ID card.
Any deposited DineXtra funds remain available for your entire tenure at the University. At the end of
your employment with the University, unused funds will expire and will not be refunded.
DineXtra deposits cannot be returned in cash and are non-transferable.
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